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EA3214 ETERE ETX-M MULTIVIEWER

The industry's best Ultra HD multiviewer that lets you monitor unlimited 
video sources on a single display! With full frame re‑synchronization 
on every input, monitor any combination of SD, HD and Ultra HD 
formats and frame rates all at the same time, on the same display. 

Etere ETX-M Multiviewer lets you view multiple videos, live-feeds, and more, all 
from the same screen, all at once. Allowing for unlimited feed inputs, the sky is the 
limit with the powerful Etere ETX-M Multiviewer. No matter your workflow, Etere 
ETX-M Multiviewer can interoperate seamlessly, saving you space and lowering 
operating costs. 

Playlist Next Event Display 
The next event display that previews what's playing next, allowing for edits and 
eliminating the need to check the playlist. Multi-channel monitoring has never been 
easier.

High Performance 
Deliver large quantities of content in multiple formats and broadcast it across 
devices quickly. Manage up to 9 display monitors and unlimited input sources at 
any point of time. Equipped with a configuration screen from which the system 
administrator can specify the required layout: the number of players, the size of 
each specific player, with the possibility to mix players of any size, clocks, and 
labels for channel names. 
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Key Features

‑ View unlimited SD, HD, and Ultra HD sources simultaneously
‑ Integrated with Etere ETX Legacy Converter which converts SDI in 
and SDI out in IP or NDI streams with very low CPU impact
‑ Integrated with Automated Loudness Control which monitors and 
corrects transmission volume errors as well as prevents excessive 
audio jumps
‑ Playlist next event display
‑ High redundancy, acts as a gateway to external I/O, every I/O is 
independent
‑ Manage IO sources -- UDP/RTP/RTSP/RTMP/SDI(require I/O 
card)/SMPTE 2110(require I/O card)
‑ Integrated with automated and instant email notifications of errors
‑ Extremely easy to setup with only a Windows PC configuration 
‑ Professional quality multi-signal live preview and recording
‑ Up to 9 display monitors
‑ High redundancy with fault-resilient performance 
‑ Automatic and instant error notifications
‑ Preview of next video and graphic event
‑ H264 and H265 encoding/decoding
‑ Multiple clocks display allows more time zones
‑ Etere ETX-M Multiviewer tally display system is automatically 
connected to your Etere ecosystem

Automatic Mail Alerts

‑ Detailed mail settings can be configured to provide all reports and 
errors automatically including visualization and signaling of freeze, 
black, silence, PID lost, service lost and input lost behavior
‑ Automatically sends alert emails and log files to the configured 
email addresses when an error is detected

Media Management

Users are also equipped with email notifications alerts, log reports 
and real-time preview for a truly automated solution. With real time 
analysis, rest assured that you will always be able to check in on 
your broadcasts.

Seamless Integration

With Automation, Ad insertion, and Multiviewer, get the best 
user experience. Fully integrated with your playlist, enjoy most of the 
work, a single price solution with all the features of a modern 
system. Able to use the existing Multiple Gigabit connection.
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